Abstract-Clock skew is an increasing concern for high-speed circuit designers. Circuit designers use transparent latches and skew-tolerant domino circuits to hide clock skew from the critical path and take advantage of shared portions of the clock network to budget less skew between nearby elements than across the entire die, but current timing analysis algorithms do not handle correlated clock skews. This paper extends the Sakallah-Mudge-Olukotun (SMO) latch-based timing analysis to include different amounts of clock skew between different elements. The key change is that departure times from each latch must be defined with respect to launching clocks so that the skew between the launching and receiving clocks can be determined at each receiver. The exact analysis leads to an explosion in the number of timing constraints, but most constraints are not tight in practical situations and a modified version of the Szymanski-Shenoy relaxation algorithm gives exact results with only a small increase in runtime. The timing analysis formulation also captures the effects of skew on edge-triggered flip-flops, domino circuits, and min-delay constraints. Our exact algorithm, applied to a supercomputer node controller with over 12 000 clocked elements, finds the system can run 50-90 ps faster than a single skew analysis would predict and requires searching fewer than 4% more latch departures than conventional algorithms. With the less conservative skew budgets enabled by better timing analysis, we expect clocked systems will remain viable to multiGHz frequencies.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
LOCK skew is an increasing concern for high-speed circuit designers. Cycle times have been dramatically shrinking, driven both by faster raw gate delays and by more aggressive designs using fewer gates per cycle [1] . Unfortunately, clock skew, the difference between actual and nominal interarrival times of a pair of clock signals, depends on process and environmental variations, wire RC delay, and clock loading, all of which have been increasing relative to gate delays. Therefore, designers have been forced to spend more power and area on the clock network and expect that clock skew as a fraction of cycle time will increase.
In systems built with normal flip-flops or traditional domino design techniques [2] , clock skew directly reduces the amount of the cycle available for useful computation. This is too much overhead for aggressive designs, so better circuit techniques which tolerate clock skew are gaining popularity. In systems built from transparent latches or skew-tolerant domino, reasonable amounts of clock skew have no impact on cycle time as long as data arrives when the latch is transparent or domino gate is evaluating. As clock frequencies reach the multi-GHz regime, skew from one corner of the die to another may still be difficult to tolerate. Fortunately, many paths involve clocked elements sharing a common local clock buffer and, therefore, see less skew. We can take advantage of this common case to obtain less-conservative skew budgets.
Timing analysis addresses the question of whether a particular circuit will meet a timing specification. The analysis must check maximum delays to verify that a circuit will meet setup times at the desired frequency, and minimum delays to verify that hold times are satisfied. This paper extends a traditional formulation of timing analysis to handle clock skew, including different budgets for skew between different regions of a system.
We begin by reviewing previous work in Section II, particularly the formulation of latch-based timing analysis from Sakallah et al. [4] . We build upon this formulation in Section III to analyze systems with clock skew. We can easily analyze systems with a single clock domain by adding worst case skew to the setup time of each latch. We then develop an exact set of constraints for analyzing systems with different amounts of skew between different elements. This exact analysis leads to an explosion of the number of timing constraints. By introducing a hierarchy of clock domains with tighter bounds on skews within smaller domains, we offer an approximate analysis with fewer timing constraints which is conservative, but less pessimistic than the single skew scenario. In Section IV, we apply these various formulations to analyze an abstract processor core. Many real systems include not only transparent latches, but also edge-triggered registers and domino gates. Therefore, we extend the formulation to handle such clocked elements in Section V. Min-delay analysis, described in Section VI, is simpler because it involves only one constraint between pairs of clocked elements even with skew. Section VII extends the Szymanski-Shenoy relaxation timing analysis algorithm to accommodate different amounts of skew between different elements. Although one could construct pathological cases which increase runtime proportional to the number of clocks in the system, most constraints are loose in real systems. Section VIII presents the results of timing analysis on a supercomputer node controller with over 12 000 clocked elements. The exact analysis shows cycle times up to 90-ps better than a single skew analysis would predict, while searching only 4% more paths. Finally, Section IX summarizes the work and concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
We begin by reviewing some of the key developments in timing analysis, then look more closely at the formulation presented by Sakallah et al. [4] , which handles level-sensitive latches. In the next section, we will build upon this formulation to analyze systems with clock skew.
A. Previous Work
Early efforts in timing analysis, surveyed in [6] , only considered edge-triggered flip-flops. Thus, they had to analyze just the combinational logic blocks between registers because the cycle time is set by the longest combinational path between registers. Netlist-level timing analyzers, such as CRYSTAL [7] and TV [8] , used switch-level RC models [9] to compute delay through the combinational blocks.
Many circuits use level-sensitive latches instead of flipflops. Latches complicate the analysis because they allow time borrowing: a signal which reaches the latch input while the latch is transparent does not have to wait for a clock edge, but rather can immediately propagate through the latch and be used in the next phase of logic. Analysis of systems with latches was long considered a difficult problem [7] and various netlistlevel timing analyzers applied heuristics for latch timing, but eventually Unger [10] developed a complete set of timing constraints for two-phase clocking with level-sensitive latches. LEADOUT [11] , by Szymanski, checked timing equations to properly handle multiphase clocking and level-sensitive latches. Champernowne et al. [3] developed a set of latch to latch timing rules which allow a hierarchy of clock skews but did not permit time borrowing.
Sakallah et al. [4] provide a very elegant formulation of the timing constraints for latch-based systems. They show that maximum delay constraints can be expressed with a system of inequalities. They then use a linear programming algorithm to minimize the cycle time and to determine an optimal clock schedule. Since the clock schedule is usually fixed and the user is interested in verifying that the circuits can operate at a target frequency, more efficient algorithms can be used to process the constraints, such as the relaxation approach suggested by Szymanski and Shenoy [5] . Moreover, many of the constraints in the formulation may be redundant, so graphbased techniques proposed by Szymanski [12] can determine the relevant constraints. Ishii et al. [13] offer yet another efficient algorithm for verifying the cycle time of two-phase latched systems. Burks et al. [14] express timing analysis in terms of critical paths and support a min/max model of clock skew, though the model does not reflect correlations between clocks which reduce local skew.
B. Timing Analysis Formulation
The simplicity of the latch-based timing analysis formulation from Sakallah et al. [4] stems from a careful choice of time variables describing data inputs and outputs of the latches. In this section, we consider only D-type latches with data in, data out, and clock terminals. Section V extends the model to include other clocked elements such as flip-flops and domino gates. A system contains a set of clocks with a common cycle time and a set of latches Without loss of generality, assume all clock phases are active high; i.e., latches are transparent when the controlling phase is high. Define the following clock variables describing the cycle time and the nominal waveforms of each clock. These variables are illustrated in Fig. 1 for a two-phase system with 50% duty cycle clocks.
Clock cycle time, or period. Duration for which is high. Start time, relative to the beginning of the common clock cycle, of being high. Phase shift operator describing the difference in start time from to the next occurrence of where counts cycle crossings between clocks. Note that because it is the shift between consecutive rising edges of clock phase For each of the latches in the system, define the following variables and parameters that describe which clock is used to control each latch, when data arrives and departs each latch, and the setup time and propagation delay of each latch.
Clock phase used to control latch . Arrival time, relative to the start time of , of a valid data signal at the input to latch . Departure time, relative to the start time of , at which the signal available at the data input of latch starts to propagate through the latch. Output time, relative to the start time of , at which the signal at the data output of latch starts to propagate through the succeeding stages of combinational logic. Setup time for latch required between the data input and the trailing edge of the clock input. Maximum propagation delay of latch from the data input to the data output while the clock input is high. Finally, define the propagation delays between pairs of latches Maximum propagation delay through combinational logic between latch and latch If there are no combinational paths from latch to latch effectively eliminates the path from consideration by ensuring it will never be critical. Using these definitions, Sakallah et al. express constraints on the propagation of signals between latches and the setup of signals before the sampling edges of the latches. These constraints are given as equalities involving the max function.
Setup time constraints require that a signal arrive at a latch some setup time before the sampling clock edge. Thus (1) The propagation constraints relate the departure, output, and arrival times of latches. Data departs a latch input when the data arrives and the latch is transparent (2) The latch output becomes valid some latch propagation delay after data departs the input (3) Finally, the arrival time at a latch is the latest of the possible arrival times from data leaving other latches and propagating through combinational logic to the latch of interest. Notice that the phase shift operator must be added to translate between relative times of the launching and receiving latch clocks. (4) Observe that both and will always be nonnegative quantities because a signal may not begin propagating through a latch until the clock has risen.
is unrestricted in sign because the input data may arrive before or after the latch clock. Assuming that clock pulse widths are always greater than latch setup times and eliminating the and variables, we can rewrite these constraints exclusively in terms of signal departure times and the clock parameters.
L1. Setup Constraints:
L2. Propagation Constraints:
The minimum cycle time can be computed by solving an optimization problem of minimizing subject to latch constraints L1 and L2. Often the designer is only interested in whether a system can operate at a specified frequency, rather than knowing the minimum possible cycle time. This simpler timing verification problem can be solved more efficiently with relaxation algorithms [5] , [14] .
III. TIMING ANALYSIS WITH CLOCK SKEW
The formulation discussed in the previous section does not account for clock skew. Since clock skews are becoming increasingly important, we now examine how to include skew in timing analysis. We first review a simple modification to the setup constraints which account for a single clock skew budget across the chip. Unfortunately, this is very pessimistic because most clocked elements see much less than worst case skew. Next we develop an exact analysis allowing for different skews between each pair of clocks. This leads to an explosion in the number of timing constraints. By making a simple approximation of clock domains, we finally formulate the problem in a way which is conservative, yet less pessimistic than the single skew approach. 
A. Clock Skew
We have defined clock variables describing the nominal timing relationships between various clocks. In a real circuit, the timing relationships may be slightly different due to clock skew, which includes both systematic and random or time-varying components. Circuit designers can manage systematic clock skews by appropriately partitioning logic between clocked elements and may even intentionally introduce skew to provide more time in a cycle for a critical path. Timing analyzers also easily handle systematic skews by defining multiple clocks which include the predicted skew. However, random clock skew is a serious problem because a latch input must be ready by the earliest time a clocked element may sample, yet the latch output may not be valid until the latest time the clocked element activates.
To model clock skew, we use a large set of physical clock signals , even when there are only a small number of distinct logical clock phases. Conceptually, it is easy to envision a unique clock for each latch, but one can quickly group clocks that have very small skew relative to each other into one clock to reduce the number of clocks. For example, the system in Fig. 2 uses clocks where and are nominally identical but located in different parts of the chip and subject to skew. Only a small exists between clocks in the same domain, but the larger may occur between clocks in different domains. Systematic skews are accounted for by defining multiple physical clocks so only unpredictable components of skew appear in the skew budgets.
For any two clocks and , the skew between particular edges of the two clocks is the absolute value of the difference between the nominal and actual interarrival times measured at any latches served by the clocks. For design purposes, it is most useful to know an upper bound on the skew between two clocks , which is the maximum value of skew between any two edges of the clocks. Notice that skew is the positive difference between the two clock positions, rather than being plus or minus from a reference point. When using this information in a design, we assume the worst: for maximum delay (setup time) checks, that the receiving clock is skewed early relative to the launching clock; and for minimum delay (hold time) checks, that the receiving clock is skewed late relative to the launching clock. This model is more powerful than the min/max skew model of Burks et al. [14] because it supports correlations and lower skew between nearby clocks sharing part of the distribution network. If skews are not symmetrical around the nominal interarrival times, we can define skew as a range rather than an absolute value.
B. Single Skew Formulation
The simplest and most conservative way to accommodate clock skew in timing analysis is to use a single upper bound on clock skew. Suppose that we assume a worst case amount of clock skew , may exist between any two clocked elements on an integrated circuit. Such skew can be accommodated in the analysis by modifying the setup time constraint [5] . Data must setup before the falling edge of the clock, yet there may be skew between launching and receiving elements such that the data was launched off a late clock edge and is sampled on an early edge. Therefore, we must add clock skew to the effective setup time. The propagation constraints are unchanged because the logic delay between latches is independent of skew.
L1S. Setup Constraints with Single Skew:
C. Exact Skew Formulation
In a real clock distribution system, clock skews between adjacent elements sharing a local clock generator are typically much less than skews between widely separated elements. We can avoid budgeting global skew in all paths by considering the actual launching and receiving elements and only budgeting the possible skew which exists between the elements.
Unfortunately, the transparency of latches makes this a complex problem. Consider the setup time on a signal arriving at latch in Fig. 2 . How much skew must be budgeted in the setup time? The answer depends on the skew between the clock which originally launched the signal and the clock which is receiving the signal. For example, the signal might have been launched from on the rising edge of in which case global skew must be budgeted. On the other hand, the signal might have been launched from on the rising edge of then propagated through and while both latches were transparent. In such a case, only local skew must be budgeted because the launching and receiving clocks are in the same local domain despite the fact that the signal propagated through transparent elements in a different domain. We see that exact timing analysis with varying amounts of skew between elements must track not only the accumulated delay to each element, but also the clock of the launching element.
To track both accumulated delay and launching clock, we can define a vector of arrival and departure times at each latch, with one dimension per clock in the system. These times are still nominal, not including skew.
Arrival time, relative to the beginning of , of a valid data signal launched by clock and now at the input to latch . Departure time, relative to the beginning of , at which the signal launched by clock and available at the data input of latch starts to propagate through the latch. The setup constraints must budget the skew between the launching clock and the sampling element controlled by (8) The arrival time at latch for a path launched by clock depends on the propagation delay and departure times from other latches for signals also launched by clock (9) If a latch is transparent when its input arrives, data should depart the latch at the same time it arrives and with respect to the same launching clock. If a latch is opaque when its input arrives, the path from the launching clock will never constrain timing and a new path should be started departing at time zero, launched by the latch's clock. Because of skew between the launching and receiving clocks, the receiving latch may be transparent even if the input arrives at a slightly negative time.
To model this effect, we allow departure times with respect to a clock other than that which controls the latch to be negative, equal to the arrival times. Departure times with respect to the latch's own clock are strictly nonnegative. To achieve this, we define an identity operator on a pair of clocks and which is the minimum departure time for a signal launched by one clock and received by the other: zero if and negative infinity if the clocks are different.
These setup and propagation constraints are summarized below. Notice that the number of constraints is proportional to the number of distinct clocks in the system and is times greater than the skewless formulation. Also, notice that the constraints are orthogonal; there is no mixing of constraints from different launching clocks.
L1E. Setup Constraints with Exact Skew Analysis:
(10)
L2E. Propagation Constraints with Exact Skew Analysis:
An example may help explain negative departure times. Consider a path launched from in Fig. 2 on the rising edge of 0. Let the cycle time be ten units, and be one. Therefore, may transition up to one unit of time earlier or later than nominal, relative to as shown in Fig. 3 . Also, suppose the latch propagation delay is zero, so If is less than four, the signal arrives at before the latch becomes transparent, even under worst case clock skew. If is between four and six units, corresponding to in the range of 1 to 1, the signal arrives at when the latch might be transparent, depending on the actual skew between and If is between six and nine units, the signal arrives at when the latch is definitely transparent. Since the signal may depart the latch at the same time as it arrives when the latch is transparent, the departure time may be physically as early as 1. We allow the departure time to be arbitrarily negative; if it is more negative than 1, it will always be less critical than the path departing on the rising edge of because it will arrive before becomes transparent. Departure times must be nonnegative with respect to the clock controlling the latch; for example,
D. Clock Domain Formulation
The exact timing analysis formulation leads to an explosion in the number of constraints required for a system with many clocks; a system with clocks has times as many constraints as the single skew formulation. We would like to develop an approximate analysis which gives more accurate results than the single skew formulation, yet has fewer constraints than the exact formulation. To do this, we will use the concepts of skew hierarchies and clock domains [3] .
We wish to take advantage of the fact that the skew between nearby clocks is smaller than the skew between clocks in opposite corners of the die without introducing a large number of constraints by tracking the precise launching clock of every path. We, therefore, define a skew hierarchy, which is a collection of sets of clocks in the system. The sets are called clock domains. Each clock domain of the hierarchy has an associated number which is called the level of the clock domain. A skew hierarchy has levels, where level-1 clock domains are the smallest domains and the level domain contains all the clocks of the system. Define to be the set of levels. Clock domains do not partially overlap; in other words, for any pair of clock domains, either one is a subset of the other or the domains are disjoint. If one domain contains another, the larger domain has the higher level.
1 corresponds to the single skew approximation. 2 is another interesting case, corresponding to a system with local and global skews. We define the following skew hierarchy variables.
Upper bound on skew between two clocks in a level clock domain. This quantity monotonically increases with The top level domain experiences global skew:
.
Level of the smallest clock domain containing clocks and , i.e., the minimum s.t. . Skew hierarchies apply especially well to systems constructed in a hierarchical fashion. For example, Fig. 4 illustrates an H-tree clock distribution network. It attempts to provide a two-phase clock consisting of and to the entire chip with zero skew. Although there are only two phases, the system actually contains 16 clocks for the purpose of modeling skew. All of the wire lengths in principle can be perfectly matched, so it is ideally possible to achieve zero systematic clock skew in the global distribution network. Even so, there is some RC delay along the final clock wires. Also, process and environmental variation in the delays of wires and buffers in the distribution network cause random clock skew. The clock skews between various phases depend on the level of their common node in the H-tree. For example, and only see a small amount of skew, caused by the final stage buffers and local routing. On the other hand, and on opposite corners of the chip may experience much more skew. The boxes show how the clocks could be collected into a five-level skew hierarchy.
The concept of skew hierarchies also applies to other distribution systems. For example, in a grid-based clock system, as used on the DEC Alpha 21164 [15] , local skew is defined to be the RC skew between elements in a 500-m radius, while global skew is defined to be the RC skew between any clocked elements on the die. Global skew is 90 ps, while local skew is only 25 ps. Therefore, the chip could be partitioned into distinct 500-m blocks so that elements communicating within blocks only see local skew, while elements communicating across blocks experience global skew. Now that we have defined skew hierarchies and clock domains, we return to the timing analysis approximation. The problem of an excessive number of timing constraints occurs because we must track the launching clock of each path so that when the path crosses to another clock domain, then returns to the original domain, only local skew must be budgeted at the latches in the original domain. An alternative is to only track whether a signal is still in the same domain as the launching clock or if it has ever crossed out of the local domain. In the first case, we budget only local clock skew. In the second case, we always budget global clock skew, even if the path returns to the original domain. This is conservative; for example, in Fig. 2 , a path which starts in the arithmetic logic unit (ALU), then passes through the data cache while the cache latches are transparent and returns to the ALU would unnecessarily budget global skew upon return to the ALU. However, it greatly reduces the number of constraints, since we must only track whether the path should budget global or local skew, leading to only twice as many constraints as the single skew formulation. In general, we can extend this approach to handle levels of hierarchical clock domains. Again, we define multiple departure times, now referenced to the clock domain level of the signal rather than to the launching clock.
Arrival time, relative to the beginning of , of a valid data signal on a path which has crossed clock domains at level of the clock domain hierarchy and is now at the input to latch . Departure time, relative to the beginning of , at which the signal which has crossed clock domains at level of the clock domain hierarchy and is now available at the data input of latch starts to propagate through the latch. When a path crosses clock domains, it is bumped up to budget the greater skew; in other words, the skew level at the receiver is the maximum of the skew level of the launched signal and the actual skew level between the clocks of the departing and receiving latches. As usual, departure times with respect to the latch's own clock are strictly nonnegative while departure times with respect to other clocks may be negative. Because we do not track the actual launching clock, but treat all clocks within a level-1 clock domain the same, we require that departure times from level-1 domains be nonnegative. To achieve this, we define an identity operator on a level of the skew hierarchy which is the minimum departure time for a departure time at that level of the hierarchy: zero for departures with respect to level-1, and negative infinity for departures with respect to higher levels.
The setup and propagation constraints are listed below. Notice that the number of constraints is now proportional only to the number of levels of the clock domain hierarchy, not the number of clocks or even the number of domains. For a system with two levels of clock domains, i.e., local and global, this requires only twice as many constraints as the single skew formulation.
L1D. Setup Constraints with Clock Domain Analysis:
(12)
L2D. Propagation Constraints with Clock Domain Analysis:
Yet another option is to lump clocks into a modest number of local clock domains, then perform an exact analysis on paths which cross clock domains. The number of constraints in such an analysis is proportional to the number of local clock domains, which is smaller than the number of physical clocks required for exact analysis, but larger than the number of levels of clock domains. Paths within a local domain always budget local skew. This hybrid approach avoids unnecessarily budgeting global skew for paths which leave a local domain but return a receiver in the local domain.
IV. EXAMPLE
Let us return to the microprocessor example of Fig. 2 to illustrate applying timing analysis to systems with four clocks and a two-level skew hierarchy. We will enumerate the timing constraints for each formulation, then solve them with a linear programming tool to obtain minimum cycle time. The example will illustrate time borrowing, the impact of global and local skews, and the conservative approximation made by the inexact algorithms.
Suppose the nominal clock and latch parameters are identical to those in the example of Section II, but that the system experiences 1 of skew between clocks in a particular domain and 3 of skew between clocks in different domains.
The timing constraints for each formulation were entered into a linear programming system. Various values of to were selected to test the analysis. The values were all selected so that a cycle time of ten units could be achieved in the case of no skew. The examples illustrate well-balanced logic, time borrowing between phases and across cycles, cycles limited by local and global skews, and a case in which the clock domain analysis yields conservative results. Table I shows the values of combinational logic delay and cycle times achieved in each example. Bold data indicates conservative results caused by inexact modeling. The clock domains results match the exact results in all cases but one, in which a path started in the ALU, passed through the cache while the latches were transparent, and returned to the ALU. Only local skew must be budgeted on return, but the clock domain analysis method conservatively budgeted global skew, leading to a pessimistic cycle time. The single skew formulation is conservative in three cases which used large amounts of time borrowing where only local skew actually applied but global skew was unnecessarily budgeted.
V. EXTENSION TO FLIP-FLOPS AND DOMINO CIRCUITS
So far, we have addressed the question of timing analysis for transparent latches. Pulsed latches have identical cycle time constraints as transparent latches and, therefore, are also handled. Edge-triggered flip-flops are even simpler because they do not allow time borrowing; therefore, the departure time from a flip-flop is always with respect to the flip-flop's own clock. We can also extend the framework to handle domino circuits, which may have the timing requirements of transparent latches or edge-triggered flip-flops, depending on the monotonicity of the inputs. The main change introduced in this section is to track both arrival and departure times, because inputs to edge-triggered devices must arrive some setup time before the edge and do not depart until after the edge. We present only the exact analysis; the formulation assuming clock domains is very similar.
A. Flip-flops
For flip-flops, data must arrive before the rising edge of the clock phase, rather than the falling edge. Let be the set of flip-flops. Data always departs the flop at the rising edge. We must, therefore, separately track arrival and departure times and introduce a set of departure constraints which relate arrival and departure times. The setup and departure constraints are written differently for flip-flops and latches.
Setup Constraints for Flip-Flops:
Setup Constraints for Latches:
Departure Constraints for Flip-Flops:
Note that there is no departure constraint from clocks other than the flop's launching clock because flip-flops are not transparent.
Departure Constraints for Latches:
These departure constraints capture the nonnegativity constraint of the latch.
Propagation Constraints for All Elements:
Although this formulation has more variables than the formulations including only latches, it actually involves less computation because the arrival times of latches are just intermediate variables requiring no more computation and because flip-flop analysis is simpler than latch analysis since time borrowing never occurs. Also note that we can use the same setup and departure constraints for flip-flops as for latches if we substitute 0 for flip-flop clocks.
B. Domino Gates
Domino gates can easily be extended to this framework. When inputs to a domino gate are monotonically rising, they may arrive after the gate has entered evaluation and the domino gate may be modeled exactly as a latch. When the inputs to the domino gate are nonmonotonic, they must arrive before the gate has entered evaluation and the gate may be modeled as a flip-flop for cycle-time calculations, with the additional caveat that the inputs must not change while the gate is evaluating;
i.e., the hold time is quite long. Hold times only appear in min-delay calculations and are discussed in the next section. Additional constraints are added to ensure precharge finishes in time, as described in Venkat et al. [16] and Van Campenhout, et al. [17] . In summary, one can label each domino gate input as either monotonic or nonmonotonic model it as a latch or flipflop input, accordingly, with additional constraints to ensure precharge is fast enough.
VI. MIN-DELAY
Timing analyzers must not only compute long paths, but also short paths. Indeed, short paths are more serious because a chip can operate at reduced clock frequency if paths are longer than predicted, but will not operate at any frequency if min-delay constraints are not met. Such min-delay analysis checks that data launched from one latch or flip-flop will not propagate through logic so quickly as to violate the hold time of the next clocked element. Therefore, min-delay analysis only must check from one element to its successor; this is much easier than cycle time analysis in which a path may borrow time through many transparent latches.
To avoid min-delay failure, also known as "race-through" or "double-clocking," data departing one element must encounter enough delay that it does not violate the hold time of the next element. The earliest that data could possibly depart an element is at time zero with respect to the element's local clock; this earliest time is guaranteed to occur if the chip is run at reduced frequency where no time borrowing occurs. We define minimum propagation delays through the clocked element and combinational logic.
Hold time for latch required between the falling edge of the clock input and the time data changes again. Minimum propagation delay of latch from the data input to the data output while the clock input is high. Minimum propagation delay through combinational logic between latch and latch If there are no combinational paths from latch to latch Equation (19) describes this min-delay constraint between adjacent latches and flip-flops. A circuit is safe from racethrough if, for every consecutive pair of clocked elements, data from the earlier element cannot arrive at the later element until some hold time after the previous sampling edge of the later element. In the worst case, data departs one element at time zero and arrives at the next after the minimum propagation delay through the element and combinational logic. Time is adjusted by the phase shift operator to be relative to the receiver's clock. Data must not arrive at the receiver until a hold time after its sampling edge of the previous cycle; clock skew between the launching and receiving clocks effectively increases the hold time. As in Section V, we substitute 0 for edge-triggered flip-flops (19) Note that the number of constraints does not grow with the number of clocks, so min-delay checks are fundamentally easier than setup time checks. Better estimates of the skew between launching and receiving clocks makes guaranteeing min-delay constraints easier. A conservative design may assume a single worst case skew between all elements on the chip; this leads to excessive minimum propagation delay requirements between elements. By computing actual skews between each clock, smaller skews can be budgeted between nearby elements.
VII. A VERIFICATION ALGORITHM
Szymanski and Shenoy present a relaxation algorithm for verifying that timing constraints are met at a given cycle time assuming no clock skew [5] . We extend the algorithm to handle arbitrary skews between elements and prune unnecessary constraints, as shown in the pseudocode of Fig. 5 . A key aspect of the algorithm is the introduction of extra variables for each latch, and , which track the latest departure from a latch with respect to any launching clock so that other paths through the latch can be pruned if they cannot be critical.
Let us first see how this algorithm handles latches, then return to the simpler case of flip-flops. The algorithm initializes the departure times from each latch with respect to its own clock to be zero. It also initializes a variable to track the latest departure time from the latch with respect to any clock and a variable to track the clock that launched that latest departure (Step 2). The algorithm then follows paths from each latch to its successors and computes the arrival time at the successors with respect to the launching clock (Step 10).
A key idea of the algorithm is to prune paths which arrive early enough that they could not possibly be more critical than existing paths. To be potentially more critical and hence avoid pruning, an arrival time must satisfy two conditions (Step 11). One is that the arrival time must be later than all other departure times with respect to the same clock. The other is that the arrival time must potentially be as critical as the latest previously discovered departure time. If there were no clock skew or a single global skew budget everywhere, an arrival would only be more critical than the latest existing departure time if it actually were later:
However, we allow different amounts of skew between different clocks. Fig. 6 shows how this complicates our pruning:
Suppose that 3, while 1. Suppose that the departure time from on a path launched from is two units and that we find a path arrives at from at time one unit. Can we prune this path? If the clock skews were the same, we could because the path from arrives earlier than the path from Because the clock skews are different, however, data launched from must arrive at earlier than data launched from Therefore, the path from may also be critical even though its departure time is earlier.
Clearly, if one path arrives at a latch more than the worst case global clock skew before another, the early path cannot possibly be critical and may be trimmed. We can prune more aggressively by computing the difference in clock skews between a pair of launching clocks and and any possible receiving clock,
From this definition, we can show that Moreover, in a system budgeting a single global skew between all clocks, is zero and negative departure times never occur, agreeing with the single skew formulation.
In general,
Step 11 checks this criteria, pruning all paths with arrival times before the latest departure by more than the clock skew between the launching clock of the path under consideration and the launching clock of the path causing the latest departure time. If the path is not pruned, it is checked for setup time violations and added to the queue so that paths to subsequent latches can be checked. Also, if it is later than the latest previously discovered departure time, it replaces the previous time (Step 17).
Flip-flops are handled in a similar fashion, but only have a departure time of zero with respect to their own clock because no time borrowing takes place. As discussed in Section V, domino gates are analyzed either as latches or flip-flops, depending on the monotonicity of the inputs.
The algorithm is very similar to one which assumes no clock skew, but may take longer because it may trace multiple paths through the same latch. This occurs when paths originating at different latches with skew between them all arrive at a common latch at nearly the same time. Fortunately, as we shall see, real systems tend to have a relatively small number of critical paths passing through any given latch so the runtime is likely to increase by much less than the number of constraints. Setup time constraints are only checked as paths are enqueued, so constraints involving pruned paths never need to be checked. Timing analysis with clock domains is similar to analysis with exact skew. The runtime may be somewhat improved because a hierarchy of levels of clock domains must trace at most paths through any given latch. Of course, the results are more conservative.
So far, we have addressed the question of verifying that a design meets a cycle time goal because this is the primary question asked by designers. It is also straightforward to compute the minimum cycle time of a design using Sakallah's linear programming approach [4] . The constraints as presented are not quite linear because they involve the max function. The max function can be replaced by multiple inequalities, transforming the constraints into linear inequalities while preserving the minimum cycle time. These inequalities can be solved by linear programming techniques. The clock domain formulation may be particularly relevant to linear programming because the number of constraints impacts runtime.
VIII. RESULTS
To evaluate the costs and benefits of the exact formulation, we analyzed a timing model of the memory and general interconnect controller (MAGIC) of the FLASH supercomputer [18] , implemented in a 0.6-CMOS process. MAGIC includes a two-way superscalar RISC processing engine and several large data buffers. We extracted a timing model from the standard delay format (SDF) data produced by LSI Logic tools, then trimmed long paths such as those involving reset or scan. After trimming, we found 1819 latches and 10 559 flip-flops connected by 593 153 combinational paths (Model A). To obtain an entirely latch-based design, we replaced each flip-flop with a pair of latches and divided the path delay between the two latches, obtaining a system with 22 937 latches (Model B). The chip was partitioned into ten units, each a local clock domain. We assumed 500 ps of global skew between domains and 250 ps of local skew within domains. We applied the timing analysis algorithm of Section VII to the timing model. Table II shows the minimum cycle times achievable and number of latch departures enqueued in each run, a measure of the analysis cost. Model B is uniformly faster than Model A because latches allow the system to borrow time across cycles, solving some critical paths. The exact analysis shows that the system can run 50-90 ps faster than a single skew analysis conservatively predicts. Each latch departure is enqueued at least once when its departure time is initialized to zero. Paths borrowing time enqueue later departure times. The exact analysis also enqueues more latch departures because potentially critical paths from multiple launching clocks may pass through a single latch. The exact analysis enqueues 143 more than the single skew analysis in Model A and 333 more in Model B. These differences are less than 4% of the total number of departures, indicating that pruning makes the exact analysis only slightly more expensive than the single skew approximation. In all cases, the CPU time for analysis is under a second, much shorter than the time required to read the timing model from disk.
These results indicate that the exact skew formulation works well in practice because only a small fraction of paths require time borrowing and because an even smaller fraction of paths involve negative departure times. In this particular problem, no critical paths depart a clock domain and return to it, so the clock domain formulation would have found equally good cycle times. However, the cost of the exact skew formulation is low enough that no approximations are necessary. In an aggressive system such as a full-custom microprocessor in which a large number of paths narrowly meet timing, the benefits of budgeting exact skews are likely to be more significant because they allow the designer to spend less effort optimizing the paths within local clock domains.
IX. CONCLUSION
We expect that systems operating in the multi-GHz regime will be unable to achieve acceptably low global clock skews across the entire die. Instead of abandoning the synchronous paradigm for a fully asynchronous design, designers will divide the die into local clock domains offering smaller amounts of skew within each domain. Timing analyzers will need to recognize these domains and only budget the appropriate amount of clock skew.
We have extended the latch-based timing analysis formulation of Sakallah et al. to handle clock skew, particularly different amounts of clock skew between different elements. Allowing a single amount of clock skew everywhere effectively increases the setup time of each latch. An exact analysis allowing different amounts of skew between different elements involves tracking the clock which launched each path so that paths which leave a local skew domain and then return only budget the local skew. Most practical systems use clocked elements besides just transparent or pulsed latches, so we also incorporate edge-triggered flip-flops and domino gates into the timing analysis formulation by separately tracking arrival and departure times at each clocked element. In addition to verifying cycle time, we check for min-delay violations, effectively increasing the hold time of each element by the potential clock skew between launching and receiving elements. We modified the Szymanski-Shenoy timing analysis algorithm to support different amounts of clock skew between different clocks. Although the runtime potentially increases with the number of clocks, we showed that a real design involved few negative departure times and thus required fewer than 4% more iterations for an exact analysis. With the less conservative skew budgets enabled by better timing analysis, we expect clocked systems will remain viable to extremely high operating frequencies.
